HEADLINE SUMMARY MARCH 4, 1957

CZECHOSLOVAK:

THE SLOVAK CC CP MET IN BRATISLAVA ON SATURDAY. IT DECIDED TO CALL A PARTY CONGRESS FOR APRIL 26-28.

THE GOVERNMENT AT ITS REGULAR MEETING FRIDAY APPROVED THE 1957 BUDGET.

POLISH:

FOREIGN MINISTER RAPACKI LEFT FOR MOSCOW ON SUNDAY TO SIGN AN AGREEMENT ON DELINERATION OF POLISH-SOVIET BORDER IN THE BALTIIC AREA.

WYDADSLAW MATWIN HAS BEEN ELECTED FIRST PARTY SECRETARY IN WROCLAW VOEVODSHIP. - PZPR CONFERENCES WERE HELD IN KOSZALIN, LODZ AND POZNAN.

HUNGARIAN:

MAROSAN SPOKE OF PARTY TASKS AT A MEETING IN BUDAPEST'S 16TH DISTRICT. HE SAID THAT "WE HAVE ALREADY EXPERIENCED THE CONSEQUENCES OF A DIVIDED PARTY, AND WE WILL NOT ALLOW THE SAME THING TO HAPPEN AGAIN."

ISTVAN DOBI SPOKE OF THE OCTOBER EVENTS IN CONNECTION WITH SPRING FIELD WORK AND AGRICULTURAL TASKS.

MINISTRY OF INTERIOR HAS ANNOUNCED ARREST OF COUNTER-REVOLUTIONARIES RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SALGOTARJAN DISTURBANCES.

BULGARIAN:

RABOTNICHESKO DELO LEADER OF MARCH 4 WAS ON THE WORK OF PEOPLE'S COUNCILS.
ALBANIA---(MARCH 2, TIRANA: 0615) ZERI I POPULLIT EDITORIALLY ATTACKS SOME ENTERPRISE MANAGERS FOR INDIFFERENCE CONCERNING WORKERS' INVENTIONS AND RATIONALIZATION PROPOSALS.

(2000) GDR HAS SENT TO ALBANIA A COMPLETE MTS AND FIVE SPECIALISTS FOR POTATO GROWING.

EAST GERMANY---REPORTS ON THE LEIPZIG FAIR ARE PRINCIPAL THEME OF ALL NEWSCASTS.

(MARCH 2, ALL NEWSCASTS) AT A MEETING IN NOVE 55 IN MUNICH, ROCKEFELLER HAD EXPLAINED PLANS FOR AN OVERTHROW OF THE HUNGARIAN GOVERNMENT, EAST EUROPEAN REFUGEES DECLARED.

(GDR, MARCH 2, 2040 HRS) COMMENTING ON ADENAUER'S ANSWER, WALDEN SAYS, BONN'S CHANCELLOR OR HIS SUCCESSOR WILL BE FORCED TO RECOGNISE GDR, BEING THIS A MATTER OF FACT.

(D.S., MARCH 3, 1200 HRS) IN A COMMENTARY ON GERMAN REUNIFICATION, DR. LOCH POINTS OUT THAT THE UNITED POWERS OF GERMAN PEOPLE ARE ABLE TO GAIN THE PEACEFUL GERMANY'S UNITY.

RUSSIA---SUNDAYS PRAVDA LEADER DESCRIBES THE ADVANTAGES OF SOVIET DEMOCRACY OVER THAT OF BOURGEOIS STATES. ON MONDAY PRAVDA IN ITS LEADER CRITICIZES LAGS IN PRODUCTION PLANS AND SHORTCOMINGS IN USE OF RESERVES IN INDUSTRIAL AND CONSTRUCTION ENTERPRISES.

MOSCOW (MARCH 3, 2230 HRS), CITES EXAMPLES WHICH SHOW MACHINATIONS USED IN ELECTIONS IN BOURGEOIS COUNTRIES.

YUGOSLAVIA---THE HEAD OF THE YUGO TU DELEGATION WHICH HAS RECENTLY VISITED POLAND, STAMMENKOVIC, IN AN INTERVIEW SAID THAT THE BASIS ON WHICH POLISH WORKERS' COUNCILS WORK IS STILL SMALL AND THEIR EXPERIENCE SCARCE; HENCE THE GREAT INTEREST FOR YUGO WORKERS' COUNCILS (BELGRADE-MARCH 3, 1930).

A YUGO PARLIAMENTARY DELEGATION LED BY MOSA PIJADE LEFT FOR GREAT BRITAIN. THE YUGO FOREIGN SECRETARY KOCA POPOVIC LEFT FOR BELGIUM (BELGRADE-MARCH 3, 2400 HRS).

COMMENTING ON "EVENTS THAT ARE TALKED ABOUT," JOURNALISTS GUSTINCIC, TRAILOVIC AND MILENKOVIC ADVOCATED CREATION OF A NEW FAVOURABLE ATMOSPHERE IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, LIKE THAT OF GENEVA (BELGRADE-MARCH 2, 1500 HRS).

THE YUGO JOURNALISTS CONGRESS ENDED IN ZAGREB TODAY (BELGRADE-MARCH 2, 2200 HRS).

ROMANIA---(MARCH 4, BUCH:1100) AN RPR TU DELEGATION LED BY CHAIRMAN GH. APOSTOL FLEW TO BUDAPEST UPON INVITATION BY HUNGARIAN FREE TRADE UNIONS, THIS MORNING.
1. SOVIET DEMOCRACY.-

MOSCOW (MARCH 3, 0700 HRS): SUNDAY'S PRAVDA LEADER IS TITLED "UNDER THE BANNER OF THE DEVELOPED SOCIALIST DEMOCRACY". THE ARTICLE SAYS IN PART:

THE HERALDS OF IMPERIALISM TRY TO SLANDER OUR SOCIALIST ORDER. WHAT DEMOCRACY CAN THERE BE WHERE MAN IS EXPLOITED BY MAN, WHERE NATIONAL ENMITY PREVAILS, WHERE MILLIONS OF WORKING PEOPLE ARE DISFRANCHISED AND POVERTY STRICKEN?

THE BOURGEOIS DEMOCRACY SERVES THE BOURGEOISIE AND ITS CLASS INTERESTS.

OUR SOVIET DEMOCRACY, AS LENIN PUT IT, IS A HIGHER TYPE OF DEMOCRACY. THIS IS A FORM OF THE DICTATORSHIP OF PROLETARIAT, ABLE TO RULE THE STATE WITHOUT THE BOURGEOISIE AND AGAINST THE BOURGEOISIE.

ELECTED ON THE BASIS OF THE GENERAL, EQUAL AND DIRECT ELECTIONS WITH SECRET BALLOT, OUR SOVIETS ARE THE REPRESENTATIVE DEMOCRATIC AGENCIES OF PEOPLES MASSES.

THE CCP AS THE LEADING FORCE OF SOVIET SOCIETY, AS BEFORE APPEARS IN THE ELECTIONS TOGETHER WITH THE TRADE UNIONS, KOMSOMOL AND OTHER ORGANIZATIONS.

PRAVDA CONCLUDES BY DESCRIBING THE TASKS OF LOCAL SOVIETS CONCERNING CULTURAL AND ECONOMIC CONSTRUCTION.

2. RESERVES IN ENTERPRISES.-

MOSCOW (MARCH 4, 0700 HRS): TODAY'S PRAVDA LEADER IS TITLED "MORE FULLY TO USE THE RESERVES OF ENTERPRISES". THE ARTICLE STRESSES THE IMPORTANCE OF THE DECISIONS OF THE FEBRUARY PLenum OF THE CCPSU CONCERNING PERFECTION OF MANAGEMENT IN INDUSTRY AND CONSTRUCTION.

PEOPLES -ECONOMIC PLAN FOR 1957 FORESEES AN INCREASE OF LABOR PRODUCTIVITY IN INDUSTRY BY 5.4 PERCENT AND IN CONSTRUCTION BY 8.5 PERCENT.

IT IS KNOWN THAT A CONSIDERABLE NUMBER OF PLANTS AND FACTORIES SO FAR HAS WORKED UNRHYTHMATICALLY, BY JERKS.

PLAN LAGS.-

LAST YEAR, IN THE MINISTRY OF FERROUS METALLURGY OF USSR 37 PERCENT OF ENTERPRISES FAILED TO EXECUTE THE PLAN, IN MINISTRY OF COAL INDUSTRY MORE THAN 40 PERCENT OF ALL ENTERPRISES. THIS RESULTED IN THE FAILURE TO DELIVER TO THE COUNTRY A BIG QUANTITY OF COAL AND METAL.

IN THE MINISTRY OF LIGHT INDUSTRY OF USSR, THE LAGGING ENTERPRISES IN THE THIRD QUARTER OF 1956 ALONE FAILED TO DELIVER THE PRODUCTION VERY MUCH NEEDED BY THE POPULATION, WORTH 500,000,000 RUBLES.

SOMETIMES EVEN THE ENTERPRISES WHICH FULFILL THEIR PLANS AS A WHOLE, ARE FAR FROM USING FULLY THE AVAILABLE CAPACITIES OF THEIR EQUIPMENT.

SHORTCOMINGS.-

THERE IS AN EXTENSIVE IDLING OF UNITS, FOR EXAMPLE, IN FERROUS METALLURGY PLANTS. TAKE BLAST FURNACES! THEIR IDLING IN 1956 AVERAGED IN ALL ENTERPRISES OF THE USSR MINISTRY OF FERROUS METALLURGY 11.4 PERCENT. AT THE SAME TIME WHEN AT THE MAGNITOGORSKIY COMBINE IT MADE 7.8 PERCENT.

IF ALL ENTERPRISES REDUCE THE IDLING TO THE LEVEL OF THE MAGNITOGORSKIY PLANT, THIS WILL RESULT IN AN ADDITIONAL PRODUCTION OF STEEL FOR THE COUNTRY, AMOUNTING TO ABOUT 1,500,000 TONS.

IN A NUMBER OF INDUSTRIAL BRANCHES, STILL LITTLE ATTENTION IS BEING DEVOTED TO PERFECTING PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY AND TO MORE ECONOMIC MANAGEMENT, WHICH RESULTS IN BIG LOSSES OF RAW MATERIALS AND IN INCREASE OF PRODUCTION COSTS.

AT ENTERPRISES OF FERROUS METALLURGY, FOR INSTANCE, THE COMPLEX USE OF RAW MATERIALS HAS BEEN ORGANIZED INSUFFICIENTLY, AND THEREFORE SOME PRECIOUS ELEMENTS IN EXCAVATED ORES IN MANY CASES ARE NOT EXTRACTED AT ALL AND ARE LOST.
THUS, THE COPPER-SMELTING PLANTS OF THE URALS EACH YEAR LOSE SUCH QUANTITIES OF RAW MATERIALS, OUT OF WHICH WITH LITTLE FUNDS, WE COULD GET HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS TONS OF SULPHURIC ACID. CAN WE TOLERATE THAT IN 1956, THE UNPRODUCTIVE LOSSES AND WASTE STEMMING FROM DEFECTIVE INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION ALONE ARE VALUED AT 5,000,000,000 RUBLES?

USSR COAL INDUSTRY ENTERPRISES HAVE SPENT FOR THEIR OWN NEEDS 566,000 TONS OF COAL OVER PLAN. AGRICULTURAL RAW MATERIALS ARE USED IN AN UNECONOMICAL WAY IN FOODSTUFF INDUSTRY AND LOSSES OF PRODUCTS ARE ALLOWED.

PRAVDA IN CONCLUSION STRESSES THE ROLE OF LOCAL PARTY AND TRADE ORGANIZATIONS IN THE CAUSE OF BETTER USE OF PRODUCTION RESERVES, AND THE IMPORTANCE OF SOCIALIST EMULATION IN HONOR OF THE GREAT OCTOBER ANNIVERSARY.

3. BOURGEOIS ELECTIONS.

MOSCOW (MARCH 3, 2230 HRS), COMMENTARY ON INTERNATIONAL TOPICS IS DEVOTED TO ELECTORAL PRACTICE IN BOURGEOIS STATES. THE COMMENTARY BEGINS WITH CHILE WHERE ALL COMMUNISTS, PROGRESSIVE ELEMENTS, AND PERSONS WHO ARE NOT LIKED BY PRESIDENT IBANEZ, HAVE BEEN DISFRANCHISED.

IN CHICAGO DURING THE MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS, THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY HAS USED VOTERS - PHANTOMS. THIS IS A ROUTINE IN THE US POLITICAL LIFE. FAMILY NAMES OF SUCH VOTERS ARE COLLECTED FROM GRAVESTONES, REFERENCE BOOKS, OR ARE SIMPLY FABRICATED.

IN THE ITALIAN CITY OF PAVIA, NUNS FORCIBLY CARRIED A VERY ILL MAN TO THE POLL WHERE HE VOTED FOR THE CHRISTIAN-DEMOCRAT PARTY AND DIED IMMEDIATELY AFTERWARDS AT THE POLL.

IN GREAT BRITAIN ONE OF LABOR CANDIDATES ADVISED FAT WOMEN HOW TO LOSE WEIGHT. BOURGEOIS CANDIDATES FAUN ON VOTERS IN VARIOUS WAYS WHILE TRYING TO WIN THEIR VOTES.

IN THE US THERE IS A BOOK ADVISING CANDIDATES HOW TO APPEAR ON TV, TO POWDER THEIR BOLD SPOTS AND SKIN, ETC.

4. US MID-EAST POLICY.

MOSCOW (MARCH 3, 1200 HRS), YURIY BOCHKAREV IN COMMENTARY ASSERTS THE DISSATISFACTION OF ARABS WITH IKE'S DOCTRINE IS GROWING. THE US EXERTS PRESSURE ON LEADING ARAB PERSONALITIES, IN ORDER TO PRESENT THE OPPONENTS OF THE DOCTRINE AS ISOLATED. THE DECISIONS OF THE CAIRO CONFERENCE MEANT A HEAVY BLOW FOR WASHINGTON.

5. DOMESTIC NEWS.

(MOSCOW - MAR 3, 0700 HRS), PRESIDENCY OF THE USSR SUPREME SOVIET AWARDED ORDERS AND MEDALS TO A BIG GROUP OF WORKERS IN FISH INDUSTRY AND FISHING KOLHOZES OF THE PRIMORSKAYA AND KHRABROV PROVINCES, THE KAMCHATKA-KAYA AND SAKHALINSKAYA REGIONS.

MOSCOW (MARCH 3, 2000 HRS), YESTERDAY THE RAILWAY-CAR BUILDERS OF RIGA COMPLETED CONSTRUCTION OF THE NEW HIGH-SPEED ELECTRIC TRAIN R-1. IT IS COMPOSED OF 10 COMFORTABLE CARS AND CAN DEVELOP A SPEED OF 130 KILOMETERS PER HOUR.

UPON THE DECISION OF THE GOVERNMENT, THE ACADEMICIAN SERGEY YAKOVLEVICH ZHUK HAS BEEN BURIED AT THE RED SQUARE IN THE KREMLIN WALL.

6. NEWS SUMMARY.

LOCAL SOVIET ELECTIONS IN EIGHT REPUBLICS; A GROUP OF HUNGARIAN THEATRE AND PHILHARMONIC WORKERS LEFT FOR USSR; WEST GERMAN-USSR RED CROSS TALKS; ADENAUER'S ANSWER TO BULGARIA; SHEPILIOV SPEECH AT THE ALL-UNION CONGRESS OF ARTISTS; COLLECTIVE OF THE BUCHAREST STATES OPERETTA ARRIVED IN MOSCOW ON INVITATION OF THE USSR MINISTRY OF CULTURE; PRAVDA ON GHANA INDEPENDENCE CELEBRATION; HUNGARIAN COAL INDUSTRY PLAN FOR FEBRUARY OVERFULFILLED BY 11.6 PERCENT; LEIPZIG FAIR OPENING; 70TH ANNIVERSARY BULGARIAN LIBERATION BY RUSSIAN ARMY.
1. SESSION OF CC OF SLOVAK CP.
(MAR 3, 0745 hrs and BRATISLAVA 0745 hrs) YESTERDAY'S SESSION OF THE CC OF SLOVAK CP HEARD A REPORT BY PAVEL DAVID ON THE LAST CZSL-CCCP SESSION.

DISCUSSION WHICH FOLLOWED PROVED THAT THERE ARE MANY RESERVES IN OUR ECONOMY WHICH MUST BE MOBILIZED IN ORDER TO INCREASE THE EFFICIENCY OF THE STATE ECONOMY ACCORDING TO THE CCCP RESOLUTION. THE CC OF SLOVAK CP WILL DO EVERYTHING TO FULFILL ALL POINTS OF THIS RESOLUTION THROUGH "ACTIVE PARTICIPATION OF THE WORKING MASSES". THE CC OF SLOVAK CP FURTHER APPROVED A RESOLUTION ON CONVOCATION OF SLOVAK CP CONGRESS.

THE CONGRESS WILL TAKE PLACE IN THE PERIOD BETWEEN APRIL 26-28, '57 AND THE FOLLOWING WILL BE ON THE AGENDA:

REPORT ON CC OF SLOVAK CP ACTIVITY AND ITS FUTURE TASKS
REPORT ON THE ACTIVITY OF THE "CENTRAL REVISION COMMISSION" OF THE SLOVAK CP.

DISCUSSION AND ELECTION OF THE NEW CC AND CP COMMISSION.

THE CONGRESS DELEGATES WILL BE ELECTED ACCORDING TO THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS:

ONE DELEGATE WITH FULL ELECTORAL RIGHT FOR EVERY 400 MEMBERS,
1 DELEGATE WITH SUPPORTING ELECTORAL RIGHT FOR EVERY 400 MEMBERSHIP CANDIDATES.
DELEGATES REPRESENTING MILITARY AND SECURITY UNITS WILL BE ELECTED AT THE DISTRICT CP CONFERENCES.

2. CZSL GOVERNMENT SESSION
(MAR 2, BRATISLAVA 1900 hrs) YESTERDAY'S SESSION OF THE CZSL GOVERNMENT APPROVED PROPOSAL OF THE 1957 STATE BUDGET WHICH COUNTS ON INCREASE OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION BY 7.8 PERCENT. ALSO HIGHER ARE THE EXPENSES FOR AGRICULTURE, SOCIAL MEASURES AND CULTURE, ADMINISTRATION AND DEFENSE EXPENSES ARE LOWER.

THE BUDGET PROPOSAL SEES AT THE END OF THE 1957 FISCAL YEAR SURPLUS OF 332 MILLION CROWNS WHICH WILL BE ACCOMPLISHED CHIEFLY BY REDUCTION OF MAN-POWER OF THE CENTRAL ORGANS (13,500 WORKERS), AND THIS ALONE WILL SAVE 150 MILLION CROWNS.

3. CZSL GOVERNMENT DELEGATION RECEIVED BY KADAR.
(MAR 2, 1900 hrs) THE CZSL GOVERNMENT DELEGATION WHICH IS AT PRESENT VISITING HUNGARY WAS YESTERDAY RECEIVED BY KADAR; SIMUNEK, DVORAK AND BOUKAL, HEADS OF THE DELEGATION DISCUSSED WITH KADAR THE "EXPANSE OF ECONOMIC COOPERATION" BETWEEN BOTH NATIONS.

4. FOREIGN RELATIONS
(MAR 2, 1900 hrs) CZSL GOVERNMENT DELEGATION, LED BY DVORAK, AND COMPOSED OF OHUZKY AND FUCÍK, DEPARTED FOR LEIPZIG TO ATTEND THE FESTIVE OPENING OF THE LOCAL FAIR.
(MAR 2, 0500 hrs) REPORT ON VISIT OF THE CZSL AMBASSADOR O. KLICKA TO DRESDEN REVEALS THAT A CZSL CONSULATE WILL BE OPENED IN THIS CITY.

5. FRENCH ESPIONAGE AGENT ARRESTED
(MAR 2, BRATISLAVA 1900 hrs) THE CZSL SECURITY ORGANS ARRESTED JAN POTONEC, ALLEGED FRENCH ESPIONAGE SERVICE AGENT. THIS REPORT FURTHER MENTIONS FORMER MAJ. OF THE SLOVAK ARMY ALEXANDER MATIŠ WHO WAS CHIEF OF A LOCAL UNIT OF THE FRENCH SERVICE IN SLOVAKIA.
6. NEW SPORTS ORGANIZATION
(MAR 3, 1960 HRS AND MAR 2, BRATISLAVA 1000 HRS) CONGRESS FOR
FOUNDATION OF A NEW SPORTS ORGANIZATION WAS OPENED IN PRAGUE ON MAR.
AFTER A REPORT OF A. SVOBODA, ZAPOTOCKY SPOKE ABOUT SHORTCOMINGS
OF THE OLD ORGANIZATION /CENTRALISM, LACK OF VOLUNTARY WORKERS
ETC./ THE CONGRESS WILL CONTINUE TOMORROW.

7. EXHIBITION ON EVENTS IN HUNGARY
(MAR 3, 1960 HRS AND BRATISLAVA 2200 HRS) "DAYS WHICH GAVE A
SHOCK TO HUNGARY" IS THE TITLE OF AN EXHIBITION OF PHOTOGRAPHS
AND DOCUMENTS ON THE CRIMES OF THE COUNTER-REVOLUTIONARY GROUPS
IN HUNGARY AND PROOFS OF FOREIGN AID. A. BAGAR OPENED THIS EXHIBITION
IN BRATISLAVA IN PRESENCE OF VALO, MICHALICKA, SYKORA AND THE
SOVIET CONSUL. GUZAROV. FOOTNOTE TO THIS BROADCAST FEATURED A TALK
ON THE ASSISTANCE OF SOVIET TROOPS IN CSR IN 1945.

8. DOMESTIC NEWS
(MAR 3, 1960 HRS) Z. FIERLINGER TODAY DELIVERED A SPEECH AT
FESTIVITIES MARKING THE 10TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE STRIKE IN VARNSDORF.
(MAR 3, BRATISLAVA 1900 HRS) TODAY'S PRESS REPORTS, THE CCCP
RESOLUTION ON THE EFFICIENCY OF THE CZSL. ECONOMY.
(MAR 3, 1960 HRS) REPORT FROM SLANY SPEAKS ABOUT LACK OF HOSPITAL
ACCOMODATION FOR CHILDREN. THERE WERE ALSO NO FUNDS FOR A NEW
BUILDING AND THEREFORE THE CITIZENS DECIDED TO ERECT THE HOSPITAL
BUILDING FOR CHILDREN BY "SELF-ASSISTANCE".

9. LECTURES - COMMENTARIES
(MAR 2, 1960 HRS) A TALK CRITICIZING THE BLACK MARKET WHICH IS
"GROWING" 10 YEARS AFTER WUII AND IN SPITE OF A DECREE
AGAINST BLACK MARKETERS. FOR EXAMPLE MR ZOLTAN HAZAJ "ORGANIZED
SALE" OF PLATE METAL AND EARNED 35,000 CROUSINS. HE AND HIS
ACCOMPILICES ALTOGETHER RECEIVED 30 YEARS PRISON TERMS. THE BLACK
MARKET IS SPECIALIZING AT PRESENT IN WATCHES, AUTOMOBILES AND
NYLON STOCKINGS.
(MAR 3, 0845 HRS) PROGRAM "LIVE WORDS" BY J. SOSNAR CRITICIZES
YOUTH WHICH DOES NOT FOLLOW ADVICES OF OLD EXPERIENCED WORKERS
AND PRODUCED MORE REJECTS IN ONE MONTH /CKD SOKOLOVE ENTERPRISE/
THAN THE ENTIRE WORKSHOP IN 2 YEARS.
(MAR 3, 1000 HRS BRATISLAVA) SLOVAK PROGRAM OF "LIVE WORDS"
FEATURED A TALK BY WRITER M. KRIZANOVA - BRYNDAZVA WHO TRIED TO
BUY A CHEAPER BUT STILL GOOD CLOTH. SHE RECEIVED A NEGATIVE
ANSWER AT ALL SHOP WHERE SHE INQUIRED AND ONE SALES CLERK TOLD HER
"WE DO NOT GET ENOUGH OF GOOD CLOTH FOR OURSELVES /EMPLOYEES OF
THE SHOP/ IF WE REALLY SOMETIMES GET IT."
(MAR 3, 1000 HRS) COMMENTARY OF THE "ARMY BROADCAST" ON THE
"MONTH OF THE BOOK". THE SOLDIER PREFER WESTERN AND DETECTIVE
STORIES /RODOKAPS/ WHICH ARE HIDDEN IN THEIR BEDS AND CIRCULATE
FROM ONE READER TO ANOTHER. ALSO JIRASEK, CAPEK AND HANZELKA
AND ZIMMUND ARE READ, BUT POLITICAL LITERATURE IS "ALMOST NOT
BEING READ AT ALL".

HUNGARIAN MONITORING HIGHLIGHTS MARCH 2-3-4, 1957

KOSZUTH RADIO UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED

1. MAROSAN SPEECH
(MRCH 2, 2000 HRS) GYORGY MAROSAN ADDRESSED AN ACTIVISTS' MEETING IN
BUDAPEST'S 16TH DISTRICT. HE ANALYZED THE COUNTER-REVOLUTION AND
THE STRUGGLE WAGED AGAINST IT BY THE PARTY. HE SAID THE PARTY FUGHT
ITS BATTLE SUCCESSFULLY, ALTHOUGH ATTEMPTS TO PERSECUTE PARTY MEMBERS ARE MADE EVEN TODAY. THE PARTY'S ROLE BECAME MORE AND MORE PROMINENT — THE ASSERTION OF THE PARTY'S LEADING ROLE WILL CONSIDERABLY FACILITATE OUR PROGRESS. THE RESOLUTION OF THE CC WILL NOT REMAIN HERE WORDS, BUT WILL BE PUT INTO PRACTICE. THE PARTY'S UNITY CANNOT BE DISRUPTED BY ANY REVOLUTIONIST OR SO-CALLED NATIONAL COMMUNIST SLOGANS. WE HAVE ALREADY FELT THE CONSEQUENCES OF A DIVided PARTY, AND WE WILL NOT ALLOW THE SAME THING TO HAPPEN AGAIN. — PARTY ACTIVISTS ARE FACED WITH THREE MAIN TASKS: BUILDING UP OF THE PARTY, STRENGTHENING OF THE FORCES OF PUBLIC ORDER AND ECONOMIC QUESTIONS, ATTENTION MUST BE PAID TO THE PURITY OF MARX-LENINISM, AND TO KEEPING CAREERISTS OUT OF THE PARTY. — MAROSAN STRESSED THAT THE PARTY CAN RELY ON THE NEW FORCES OF PUBLIC ORDER TO CRUSH ANY ATTACK BY THE ENEMY.

2. DOBI SPEECH

(MARCH 3, 1330 HRS) CHAIRMAN OF THE PRESIDENTIAL COUNCIL ISTVAN DOBI SAID IN A RADIO SPEECH THAT ALTHOUGH HE DOES NOT BELIEVE THAT RADIO OR PRESS PROPAGANDA CAN HELP INCREASE AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION, HE WOULD TRY TO STRESS THE IMPORTANCE OF THIS YEAR'S SPRING FIELD WORK. — HE WENT ON TO TALK OF THE OCTOBER EVENTS, EXPLAINING THAT KADAR AND HIS COLLEAGUES TOOK ON SO MUCH RESPONSIBILITY BECAUSE THEY SAW THE INACTIVITY OF THE HAVY GOVERNMENT AND WHITE TERROR RAGING IN THE COUNTRY. HISTORY WOULD PROVE KADAR RIGHT. WE ATTACKED THE PROPAGANDA AND THE FACT THAT COUNTER-REVOLUTIONARIES STILL ARE ACTIVE. THE GOVERNMENT HAS ALREADY DONE MUCH TO ACHIEVE ORDER, TRANQUILITY AND WORK, BUT IT DOES NOT INTEND TO STOP THERE. AS LONG AS THE DANGER OF COUNTER-REVOLUTION STILL EXISTS.

DOBIA SAID THAT AGRICULTURE HAS REMAINED IN A POSITION TO PRODUCE ALL THAT IS NEEDED FOR THE NATIONAL ECONOMY. POSSIBILITIES EVEN EXIST FOR SLIGHTLY RAISING THE LEVEL OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION. — HE SAID THAT IT WAS A GOOD SIGN THAT THE WOUNDS CAUSED BY COUNTER-REVOLUTION TO COOPERATIVES ARE HEALING AS A RESULT OF COMPLETELY VOLUNTARY DECISIONS, THE NUMBER OF NEWLY FORMED COOPERATIVES IS REACHING THE 1,000 MARK. HE STRESSED THAT THE GOVERNMENT WILL INSIST AND ADHERE TO THE PRINCIPLE OF VOLUNTARINESS AND PLEDGED STATE AID TO COOPERATIVES AND INDIVIDUAL FARMS.

3. NOGRAD COUNTER-REVOLUTIONARIES ARRESTED

(MARCH 2, 2000 HRS) THE MINISTRY OF INTERIOR HAS ANNOUNCED THE ARREST OF SEVERAL PERSONS WHO LED COUNTER-REVOLUTIONARY DISTURBANCES IN NOGRAD COUNTY AND WHO WERE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SERIOUS PROVOCATION IN SALGOTARJAN ON DEC. 3.

4. OTHER NEWS

MARCH 2:

(2200 HRS) MUNNICH ADDRESSED A PARTY MEETING IN SZEGEDFEVERVAR.

(1000 HRS) NEPSZABADSAG CARRIED AN ARTICLE ON THE GOVERNMENT DEGREE ON HOUSING. HOUSING ASSIGNMENTS ISSUED BETWEEN OCT. 23 AND FEB. 15 MUST BE CHECKED. STEPS WILL BE TAKEN AGAINST THOSE WHO TOOK APARTMENTS BY FORCE, OR WHO POSSESS TWO APARTMENTS. IN ANOTHER ARTICLE, THE NEWSPAPER DISCUSSES THE LAUN.reference TO THE GOVERNMENT DEGREE ON HOUSING. HOUSING ASSIGNMENTS ISSUED BETWEEN OCT. 23 AND FEB. 15 MUST BE CHECKED. STEPS WILL BE TAKEN AGAINST THOSE WHO TOOK APARTMENTS BY FORCE, OR WHO POSSESS TWO APARTMENTS. IN ANOTHER ARTICLE, THE NEWSPAPER DISCUSSES THE LAUNFULNESS OF MARTIAL LAW, AND DRAGS A PARALLEL BETWEEN CYPRUS AND HUNGARY.
(1700 HRS) ESTI NHRAP REPORTED ON THE MEETING OF THE STATE POWER COMMISSION: AS OF MARCH IT WILL BE STIPULATED HOW MUCH POWER ENTERPRISES MAY CONSUME AND HOW MUCH POWER RESERVE THEY MUST HAVE ON STOCK. SUMMER TIME IS TO BEGIN ON JUNE 2 IN HUNGARY AND LAST UNTIL SEPT. 29. THIS CHANGE WILL SAVE HUNGARY A TOTAL OF 25,000 TONS OF COAL.

(1000 HRS) AS PART OF THE SATURDAY PROGRAM SERIES "OUR LEADERS ANSWER" THE RADIO CARRIED AN INTERVIEW WITH JANOS HORVATH, HEAD OF THE PARTY EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE IN BUDAPEST'S NINTH DISTRICT. HE SAID THAT 62 PERCENT OF THE PARTY MEMBERS IN THE DISTRICT ARE WORKERS.

COOPERATION BETWEEN THE PARTY ORGANIZATIONS AND WORKERS' COUNCILS HAS LATELY BEEN NORMALIZED.

(2200 HRS) THE PARLIAMENTARY COMMERCE COMMITTEE UNANIMOUSLY ADOPTED A BILL ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF PRIVATE COMMERCE.

A LARGE QUANTITY OF ARMS WAS FOUND DURING A POLICE SEARCH OF THE TANCZIES SECONDARY SCHOOL IN KAPOSVAR.

THE SEARCH FOLLOWED A DEMNUNCIATION TO THE POLICE.

(2000 HRS) DENMARK AND HUNGARY HAVE SIGNED A TRADE AGREEMENT ON EXCHANGE OF GOODS VALID UNTIL FEB 1953.

(1500 HRS) A MOUNTED COMPANY OF THE FORCES OF PUBLIC ORDER HAS BEEN ORGANIZED IN BUDAPEST. THEY WILL BE ARMED WITH SWORD AND PISTOL.

MARCH 3:

(2000 HRS) A HUNGARIAN GOVERNMENT DELEGATION HEADED BY SANDOR RONAI HAS ARRIVED IN LEIPZIG FOR THE FAIR.

(1200 HRS) NEPSZABADSAG ARTICLE ENTITLED "REVOLUTIONARY FREEDOM"

PRAISED WORK OF PUBLIC ORDER AUTHORITIES IN RESTORING CALM TO THE COUNTRY, AND CALLED FOR EVEN MORE REVOLUTIONARY DISCIPLINE. IN AN EDITORIAL THE NEWSPAPER SAYS THAT THE PARTY NOW NUMBERS 200,000 MILITANT COMMUNISTS. IT SAID THAT THE PARTY WAS GROWING STEADILY AND ON THE WHOLE HEALTHILY. FORMER HUP MEMBERS MAY APPLY FOR REGISTRATION BEFORE MAY 1.

RUMANIAN MARCH 2-4, 1957


RUMANIAN LITERATURE IN SOVIET MAGAZINE (3) - ANTI-BIOTICS (4)

SPORT (5-6) - ARANI JANOS' ANNIVERSARY IN RPR (7) - MUSIC

RUMANIAN SHIP 'DIMITROV' ARRIVED IN HAIPHONG (8) -

DEMOCRATIC WOMEN'S MEETING (10).

2. WORLD SEEN FROM EAST. - (MARCH 2-4) RPR UN DELEGATE JOJA, CONCERNING SITUATION CREATED IN MIDEAST BY ISRAEL REFUSAL TO WITHDRAW TROOPS, AND US MANEUVERS AIMED AT OBTAINING FOR ISRAEL STRING OF PRELIMINARY CONDITIONS CONTRARY TO UN CHARTER AND EGYPT'S SOVEREIGNTY, HAS DECLARED ALL MEASURES MUST BE SUPPORTED IN FAVOR OF RESPECT OF INTERNATIONAL LAW.
THE VIETNAM PR HAS PROTESTED AGAINST US ATTEMPT AT HAVING SOUTH VIETNAM ADMITTED INTO UN.-
BONN GOVERNMENT HAS REJECTED FINANCIAL AID TO STUDENTS, BUT HAS VOTED SUPPLEMENTARY ALLOCATIONS FOR OCCU-
PATION TROOPS.-
CONSERVATIVE DEPUTY IN BRITISH PARLIAMENT: OUR MAIN ENEMY IN THE MIDEAST IS THE US, NOT COMMUNISM.-
UP ON NIXON VISIT OF MOROCCO: THIS VISIT EXPLAINS THE SPECIAL IMPORTANCE GIVEN BY THE US TO THIS COUNTRY WHICH MIGHT BE THE INITIATOR OF A "MEDITERRANEAN PACT" INSPI-
RED AND CONTROLLED BY THE INCLUDING ALSO THE MIDEAST COUNTRIES WHO HAVE NOT JOINED IN THE BAGHDAD PACT.... ANOTHER PROBLEM TO BE DISCUSSED WOULD BE IMPORTANT US LOAN TO MOROCCO, ONE ON THE TYPICAL AMERICAN FORMS OF INFILTRATION...

Tribune Des Nations and Tribune De Geneve: Adenauer's policy criticized in Bonn govern-
ment and by Christian- Democrat party members: increasing con-
viction that to continue cold war is dangerous: many
German manufacturers condemn Bonn for not seizing opportu-
nity of resuming relations with USSR.-

IN HUNGARY, AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVES WHICH HAD BEEN DISSOLOVED BY COUNTERREVOLUTION, ARE BEING REORGANIZED EVERYWHERE.-
NIXON HAS TOLD A NEWS CONFERENCE IN RABAT, THE US IS INTERESTED IN MOROCCAN AFFAIRS DUE TO THAT COUNTRY'S STRATEGIC POSITION.-
NEWSWEEK: ON HIS ARRIVAL IN AKKRA (GOLD COAST) NIXON HAS SHOWN DISAPPOINTMENT IN SEEING THAT PEOPLE'S CHINA HAD BEEN INVITED (TO GOLD COAST INDEPENDENCE FESTIVITY).-

THE WESTERN PRESS CONTINUES TO SHOW CONCERN FOR PHENOMENA OF DEPRESSION IN US ECONOMY (NOTE: QUOTES "FRANCE OBSERVATEUR", "FINANCIAL TIMES", "INFORMATION")

ACCORDING TO REPORTS FROM DAMASCUS, TURKEY AND NATO COUN-
TRIES HAVE AGREED TO SEND TO ISRAEL PART OF ARMAMENT DESTINED TO TURKEY.-

SPIES AND DIVERSIONISTS SENT BY US INTELLIGEN-
CE ARRESTED BY DEMOCRATIC KOREAN AUTHORITIES WITH PEOP-
LE'S AID.-
"NEUES DEUTSCHLAND": IN NOV. LAST YEAR, ROCKEFELLER PAID SECRET VISIT TO MUNICH AND HAD TALKS WITH EASTERN ESCAPED ABOUT PLANS FOR OVERTHROWING HUNGARIAN GOVERN-
MENT; PROMISED FINANCIAL AID, ETC.-

(MARCH 2.DUCH: 2100) COMMENTARY ON THE US, MIDEAST POLI-
CY AND RESULTS OF THE CAIRO CONFERENCE: A DIRECT RE-
SPONSE TO EISENHOWER DOCTRINE, WHICH "SUMS UP AND DEFI-
NES THE INTERESTS OF US OIL COMPANIES AND PRECONIZES USE OF US ARMED FORCES UNDER PRETEXT OF DEFENDING MIDEAST COUNTRIES FROM ALLEGED COMMUNIST THREAT..." (NOTE: COMMENTARY GOES ON TO CRITICIZE "US DUPICLITY" IN ISRAEL-
EGYPTIAN CONFLICT, US PLANS FOR INFLTRATION IN MO-
ROCCO, ETC. CONCLUDES BY EMPHASIZING THAT IN EUROPE-
HUNGARIAN PUTSCH, ETC IN ASIA, IN MIDEAST THE US INTER-
ERENCE "HAS SUFFERED HEAVY BLOWS").-

3. SOCIALIST COLLABORATION.-
(MARCH 2.DUCH: 2000) A USSR RADIO CASTING DELEGATION
HAS LEFT MOSCOW FOR BUCHAREST TO SIGN ACCORD ON USSR-
RPR RADIOCASTING AND TV COLLABORATION.-
(2000) A CONVENTION ON SCIENTIFIC COLLABORATION PRINCIPLE
HAS BEEN SIGNED IN BERLIN BY GERMAN AND RPR ACADE-
MIES.-
(2300) AN RPR DELEGATION LED BY DEPUTY MINISTER OF
FOREIGN TRADE NOVAK IS TO ATTEND OPENING OF LEIPZIG FAIR.
1. RABOTNICHESKO DELO LEADER.

2. VIITH NA SESSION RECONVENE.
   (SOFIA, MARCH 2, 1800 HRS) THE BUREAU OF THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY INFORMED ALL DEPUTIES, THAT THE VIITH SESSION OF THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY IS RECONVENE TO CONTINUE SESSION ON MARCH 11, 1957 AT 1500 HRS.

3. "FRATERNAL" AID ARRIVES.
   (SOFIA, MARCH 2, 2030 HRS) ACCORDING TO THE MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE RECEIVING STATION IN RUSSIA, 80 GAS TRUCKS WERE RECEIVED. EVER SINCE THE BEGINNING OF 1957, 120 TRUCKS WERE RECEIVED FROM THE USSR DESTINE FOR BULGARIAN AGRICULTURE. ACCORDING TO THE ECONOMIC TREATY, THE ARRIVAL OF SOME 2,000 TRACTORS OF C30, D35A, D3 24 AND D314 IS FORESEE.N.

4. BULGARIAN AGRARIAN UNION ACTIVITIES.
   (SOFIA, MARCH 2, 2230 HRS) THE BAN PERMANENT BOARD HEARD TODAY A REPORT BY GEORGI TRAYKOV ON THE DELEGATION VISIT TO THE USSR AND EXPRESSED ITS GRATITUDE TO THE USSR GOVERNMENT FOR THE "FRATERNAL" AID. IT HOWEVER DECIDED THAT THE 29TH REGULAR CONGRESS OF THE BAN WILL BE OPENED ON MARCH 28 AT 0900 HRS IN THE SOFIA OPERA, WITH THE FOLLOWING AGENDA: 1) ACTIVITIES REPORT OF THE PERMANENT BOARD - BY GEORGI TRAYKOV, 2) AMENDMENTS OF THE BAN CONSTITUTIONS AND ELECTIONS OF NEW PERMANENT BOARD. DR. PETER TANCHCHEV WAS VOTED ADDITIONAL SECRETARY OF THE PERMANENT BOARD'S SECRETARIAT.
1. LEIPZIG FAIR.

(Note: The Leipzig Fair, opened on Saturday by Trade Minister Heinrich Rau, is main topic in all East-German newscasts. In his inaugural address, Rau announced an increase of GDR foreign trade volume of 112 per cent in 1956, equivalent to 300 million dollars.

Speaking on West-East trade, Rau described the project of a common market by the Schuman Plan States as the basis for military union of the NATO countries and as directed against the East-West trade. The realization of such a project would mean a hard blow for Germany's reunification, Rau concluded. For details see ADN 193, 195, 196/2, 3, 6, 16, 28, 34, 35, 39, 37, 46/33.

2. ROCKEFELLER PLAN.

(March 2, All newscasts) Sensational details on a European mission of Rockefeller were revealed by East European refugees in Munich. At a meeting in November 55 in Munich, Rockefeller had explained plans for an overthrow of the Hungarian government and asked the refugees for an intensified activity and further contacts with Hungary, the refugees declared. On this occasion, Rockefeller had promised to the refugee organizations and to FPE every help and every financial support. According to the refugees' declarations, Rockefeller arrived in Munich on November 15 "incognito" and left for Vienna where he stayed also incognito. Before that, he had had talks with the then US ambassador Couhant and many GDR ministers, on the Hungarian problem.

3. ON ADENAUER'S ANSWER.

(Note: Wf press, as well as the press of the democratic countries continue focusing attention on Adenauer's answer to Bulganin letter.

(Sender, March 2, 1900 hrs) "Trybuna Ludu" writes: Bonn's policy of strength and its obstinate refusal to acknowledge the existence of GDR never could lead to security and to Germany's reunification.

Adenauer's answer reflects Bonn's stubborn policy, the "Frankfurter Rundschau" remarks.

(Sender, March 3, 1300 hrs) Pravda stresses again the readiness of the SU to support the German people in their reunification struggle.

(Cdr, March 2, 0400 hrs) Commenting on Adenauer's answer, Theodor Schulze Walden says, because of his old age, Adenauer doesn't remember any more that not he, but the SU has something to forgive and forget, and she is willing to do so. Commentator ties Adenauer's allegations on "the nonexistence of two German states" the policy of the boy, who doesn't want to eat soup but Bonn's chancellor or his successor will be forced to acknowledge GDR, being this a matter of fact, Walden concludes.

(Sender, March 2, 1900 hrs) The "Hamburger Echo" means, Adenauer has acknowledged that the political atmosphere could be improved by trade relations. Nevertheless he has renounced all effective means, able to create such an atmosphere.

4. REUNIFICATION AND WG.

(Sender, March 3, 1200 hrs) Dr. Loch devoted the Sunday commentary to German reunification. He first recalled the tasks of national front, "since it was time to proceed from the speeches at round table to offensive, real, political talks", and supported the reunification program, submitted by the 30th SEFCC plenum.

GDR is strong, and she is becoming stronger and stronger. Every day, Dr. Loch continued. Also national front will fulfill its task and help all German brothers and sisters to enrol themselves in the struggle against militarism and fascism. Loch concluded, since the united powers of our people are able to gain the peaceful Germany's unity.
(D. SENDER, MARCH 2, 1988 HRS) ADENAUER'S GOVERNMENT WILL SPEND 32 BILLION MARKS FOR ARMAMENT WITHIN THE NEXT THREE YEARS.

(D. SENDER, MARCH 2, 1988 HRS) IN A STATEMENT ON BONN'S WAR POLICY, DR. RAHUT, UNIVERSITY PROF. IN WÜRZBURG, DECLARES, NO CHRISTIAN AND HUMANLY THINKING PERSON COULD COOPERATE WITH SUCH A MILITARY POLICY, WHICH WOULD CAUSE THE DEFINITIVE DESTRUCTION OF GERMANY.

(D. SENDER, MARCH 2, 2100 HRS) PROTEST ACTIONS AGAINST SPIEDELS APPOINTMENT TO CHIEF COMMANDER OF NATO LAND FORCES IN CENTRAL EUROPE ARE CONTINUING ALL OVER FRANCE.

5. WG STUDENTS.

(D. SENDER, MARCH 3, 1988 HRS) IN A COMMENTARY, MARTIN RADMAHND DEALS WITH THE REBELLION AND THE RIGHTS OF WG STUDENTS, SAYS INTER ALIA "WE IN GDR ARE ALARMED ABOUT THE WG SCIENCE, SINCE THERE ARE NO DOUBTS, THAT GERMAN SCIENCE AND RESEARCH WILL HAVE TO FACE BIG PROBLEMS AFTER THE REUNIFICATION. THEREBY WE ARE VERY INTERESTED IN THE DEVELOPMENT WITHIN THE WG UNIVERSITIES AND WE SUPPORT THE STRUGGLE OF WG STUDENTS FOR AN END OF THEIR MISERY." RADMAHND DESCRIBES THE FACT THAT BONN WAS FORCED TO DISCUSS THE STUDENTS' DEMANDS AS A FIRST SUCCESS IN THEIR STRUGGLE FOR A BETTER STUDENT LIFE.

6. MINISTRY SERVICE.

(D. SENDER MARCH 3, 1988 HRS) ALL-GERMAN SYNOD OF LUTHERAN CHURCH OPENED IN BERLIN TODAY. BISHOP DIDEULUS ANNOUNCED HARD DISCUSSIONS ON THE MILITARY SERVICE IN WG.

CDU CHAIRMAN DR. OTTO BUSCHKE WARNED AGAINST THE ACCEPTANCE OF THE SO-CALLED MILITARY MINISTRY SERVICE TREATY, WHICH WOULD MAKE THE PEACEFUL PATH OF THE LUTHERAN CHURCH DOUBTFUL.

7. ADN REPORTS.

FINNISH ECONOMIC EXPERTS IN GDR (5); SPIES ARRESTED IN KOREA (6); WG AND FOREIGN SCIENTISTS IN KARL MARX UNIVERSITY (31); FURTHER AGENTS ARRESTED IN CEP (?); US SUBVERSIVE WORK IN ALBANIA (86).

YUGOSLAV MONITORING HIGHLIGHTS, 2-4 MARCH 1957 — I —

1. CONSIDERATIONS ON POLAND.

(BELGRADE, 3 MARCH, 1958 HRS) CARRIES INTERVIEW BY RADOMIR DJURIC WITH DRAGI STAVIENKOVIC, HEAD OF THE YUGO-TU DELEGATION RETURNING FROM POLAND. (SUMMARY)

OUR IMPRESSION IS THAT POLAND IS REALLY UNDER THE SIGN OF FERMENTATION AND STRUGGLE FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PUMP EIGHTH PLENARY'S DECISIONS, IN WHICH STRUGGLE EACH POLE PARTICIPATES. WE CAN SAY THAT POLAND REALLY IS UNDER THE SIGN OF STRUGGLE AGAINST ALL WHAT WAS NEGATIVE BEFORE THE EIGHTH PLenary, FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF DECISIONS AIMED AT BRINGING NUMEROUS CHANGES IN POLAND'S POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, AND SOCIAL LIFE.

WE LEARNED THAT THE BASSES ON WHICH POLISH WORKERS' COUNCIL WORK IS STILL SMALL, THAT EXPERIENCE IS SCARCE; THEREFORE CAME THE GREAT INTEREST SHOWN TO THE EXPERIENCE OF OUR WORKERS' COUNCILS WHEREVER WE MET MEMBERS OF POLISH COUNCILS.

CONCERNING COLLABORATION BETWEEN YUGO AND POLISH TRADE UNIONS, WE HAVE REACHED A PRINCIPLE AGREEMENT THAT EXCHANGE OF DELEGATIONS WILL INCLUDE DELEGATIONS WITH PROMINENTLY WORKING CHARACTER, AND WE INVITED A POLISH DELEGATION TO ATTEND OUR CONGRESS OF WORKERS' COUNCILS, WHILE A YUGO DELEGATION HAS BEEN INVITED TO JOIN THE POLISH TRADE UNION CONGRESS.
2. **YUGO DEPUTIES VISIT BRITAIN.**

BELGRADE (MARCH 2, 1950 HRS), A YUGOSLAV PARLIAMENTARY DELEGATION HEADED BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE FEDERAL ASSEMBLY, MOSA PIJADE, WILL LEAVE TOMORROW FOR GREAT BRITAIN ON A TEN-DAY VISIT. ON THAT OCCASION THE BRITISH CHARGE D'AFFAIRES IN BELGRADE GAVE THIS EVENING A RECEPTION WHICH WAS ATTENDED BY ALL MEMBERS OF THE DELEGATION, AND BY PROMINENT YUGO OFFICIALS—VICE PRESIDENT VUKHANOVIC, EXECUTIVE COUNCIL MEMBERS ZEKOVIC AND KARABEGOVIC, STATE FOREIGN UNDERSECRETARY IVEKOVIC AND OTHERS.

**DESPITE DIFFERENT STANDS.**

RADIO BELGRADE (MARCH 2, 1950 HRS), PUBLISHED IN CONNECTION WITH THIS VISIT AN ARTICLE BY ITS CORRESPONDENT BOZIDAR KICIVIC, SAYING IN PART: THIS VISIT IS OF A PARTICULAR IMPORTANCE, SINCE IT FOLLOWED SOME MAJOR EVENTS IN THE INTERNATIONAL POLICY.

HOWEVER, DIFFERENT EVALUATION OF THESE EVENTS HAS NOT HARMED YUGO-BRITISH RELATIONS, AS MOSA PIJADE HAS SAID. THIS SHOWS THAT IN CONTEMPORARY INTERNATIONAL CONDITIONS DISAGREEMENTS IN EVALUATING PROBLEMS AND EVENTS, WHICH (DISAGREEMENTS) ARE QUITE NATURAL, MUST NOT constitute impediment in maintaining good relations between nations and countries, ON THE CONTRARY: THE PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF PRINCIPLES OF ACTIVE PEACE-LOVING CO-EXISTENCE renders POSSIBLE FINDING OF SUFFICIENT COMMON POINTS AND INTEREST, FOR IMPROVEMENT OF A FRUITFUL MUTUAL COLLABORATION.

YUGO-BRITISH RELATIONS, PARTICULARLY THOSE OF THE LAST FIVE OR SIX YEARS, ARE A GOOD EXAMPLE FOR THAT. THIS VISIT WILL THEREFORE UNDOUBTEDLY CONTRIBUTE TO THE STRENGTHENING OF COOPERATION AND TO A BETTER MUTUAL UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN THE TWO COUNTRIES.

3. **NEW GENEVA SPIRIT NECESSARY.**

BELGRADE (MARCH 2, 1950 HRS), IN THIS WEEK'S TRIPARTITE TALK ON "EVENTS THAT ARE TALKED ABOUT", JOURNALISTS GUSTINIC, TRAIKOVIC AND MILIKOVIC COMMENTED ON CURRENT EVENTS AND UN GENERAL ASSEMBLY AS FOLLOWS:

DISCUSSIONS IN AND OUTSIDE THE UN HAVE SHOWN HOW DIFFICULT IT IS TODAY TO ACT AGAINST OBJECTIVE TRENDS FOR APPROACHMENT OF COUNTRIES WITH DIFFERENT ORDERS AND IDEOLOGICAL SPECULARITIES. THE MOST IMPORTANT THING TO DO TODAY IS CREATION OF A FAVORABLE ATMOSPHERE FOR THE SETTLEMENT OF INTERNATIONAL PROBLEMS. "THE SPIRIT OF GENEVA" HAS SHOWN WHAT A FAVORABLE ATMOSPHERE SHOULD MEAN.

FIRST STEP EXPECTED.

GOOD RESULTS IN CREATING SUCH AN ATMOSPHERE HAVE BEEN ACHIEVED IN THE DOMAIN OF DISARMAMENT, SO THAT FIRST POSITIVE STEP HERE IS SOMEHOW BEING FELT IN THE AIR. THE UN HAVE PLAINED A SIGNIFICANT ROLE IN IMPROVING RELATIONS BETWEEN COUNTRIES. THE DEVELOPMENT OF RELATIONS BETWEEN BIG POWERS AND SOVIET UNION ARE DECISIVE FOR THE PRESENT INTERNATIONAL SITUATION, SINCE THESE RELATIONS GIVE A DEFINITE STAMP TO THE WHOLE INTERNATIONAL LIFE.

TIES DESPITE HUNGARIAN EVENTS.

THE MUTUAL PROPAGANDISTIC ACCUSATIONS TODAY DO NOT INFLUENCE VERY MUCH THE WORLD PUBLIC. IT IS OF INTEREST TO SAY THAT NEITHER HUNGARIAN EVENTS, NOR THE MID EAST ISSUE HAVE BROKEN CONTACTS BETWEEN THE EAST AND THE WEST. THE PROBLEM OF HARMONIZING BLOCK ANTAGONISM COULD BE SOLVED ONLY THROUGH A LONG-TERM FAVORABLE DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, AND BY BILATERAL EFFORTS FOR A EASTERN-WESTERN COLLABORATION.

4. **NORTHERN CUSTOMS UNION.**

ZAGREB (MARCH 2, 1950 HRS), DRAGOLJUD KATIC REPORTS ON THE RECENT SESSION OF THE NORTHERN COUNCIL IN HELSINKI, WHICH HAS CONSIDERED ESTABLISHMENT OF NORTHERN CUSTOMS UNION AND NORTHERN STAND TOWARD EUROPE AND COMMON EUROPEAN MARKET. NORTHERN COUNTRIES, KATIC SAYS, NEED A CUSTOMS UNION MAINLY AS A COMMON PROTECTIVE
Economic organisation through which each of them should be linked with the western European market. They intend to remain economically independent, but want to link themselves with the development in Western Europe under the condition that this does not harm them.

5. Splits in NATO —
Belgrade (March 3, 1957 Hrs.), commenting on British intentions to reduce their forces in Germany, Milutin Milenkovic inter alia

There are more and more precedents of unilateral decisions of NATO members on common questions, based on their own circumstances and necessities. Splits in this bloc-building are greater than they seem to be. They are broad and are coming from the foundation. It is impossible today to build a closed, narrow, armoured building of a military bloc, when the reality pushes peoples to a reappraisal of all parts of the world.

6. FOREIGN RELATIONS —
Belgrade (March 2, 2230 Hrs.), Tito congratulated UN on occasion of the latter’s resumption of the duty of Burmese Premier.

(DID) The delegation of the Polish Academy of Sciences left Belgrade for Rome after a ten-day visit.

Belgrade (March 2, 2400 Hrs.), Vice-president Vukmanovic received today the special delegation of the US Senate Foreign Council, Kline.

Belgrade (March 3, 2400 Hrs.), the Yugoslav six-man parliamentary delegation, headed by Mosa Placak, left Belgrade for Britain this evening. During their ten-day visit, Yugoslav parliamentarians will unofficially also call on British Premier Macmillan and the leader of the opposition Gaitskell. A part of the delegation will have talks with the British Minister of Foreign Trade and some other leading political personalities.

(DID) The Yugoslav Foreign Secretary Koca Popadic this evening left Belgrade for Belgium, where he will be guest of the Belgian Foreign Minister Spaak. After his official stay visit, Popadic will join the Yugoslav Socialist Alliance delegation, which will be on a visit to Belgium at the same time.

Today’s “Borba” in connection with Tito writes, that Yugoslav inter-party (socialist) relations are a positive example containing all those qualities, which relations between workers’ parties and organisations should possess (Zagreb — March 4, 0612 Hrs.).

7. US — EASTERN EUROPEAN TRADE —
Zagreb (March 4, 0612 Hrs.), today’s “Borba” in connection with US-Polish trade talks, stresses that despite forces which advocate utilization of (bad) conditions in some countries, the US government will not insist on impossible conditions, which are unacceptable for Poland.

8. DOMESTIC NEWS —
Zagreb (March 2, 1700 Hrs.), the program of international collaboration of the Yugoslav student union, discussed at today’s plenum of the Union’s Central Council, provides also for realization of earlier fixed students’ exchange between the Moscow and Belgrade universities, as well as for exchange of students’ study groups with CSR and Rumania.

Zagreb (March 2, 1930 Hrs.), elections of workers councils in Croatia should be held by April 30th this year. (For some specific branches by May 31st). And elections of delegates for the congress of workers councils by May 1st, 1957.

Belgrade (March 2, 2230 Hrs.), the Congress of Yugoslav journalists ended its two-day work in Zagreb today, by adopting the statute of the journalist union, electing the new presidium, and by approving the congress decisions.

(DID), the annual assembly of the union of Yugoslav iron plants began in Tužla today.
ZAGREB (MARCH 3, 1950 HRS); CONTACTS OF LOCAL AUTHORITIES AND VOTERS IN THE SLAVONSKI BROD DISTRICT WERE IN SUFFICIENT LAST YEAR. THERE WERE ONLY SOME 250 VOTERS MEETINGS IN 130 ELECTORATES.

ALBANIAN MONITORING MARCH 2 - 4, 1957

1. THE PRESS.
   (MARCH 2-TIRANA: 0640) ZERI I POPULLIT EDITORIALLY EMPHASIZES NECESSITY OF IMPROVING CONDITIONS FOR INCREASING WORKERS INITIATIVE IN INVENTIONS AND RATIONALIZATION. IT OBSERVES, IN PART, THAT THE PESHKOPJ INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISE OF VARIOUS PRODUCTS AND THE DURRES SHIP BUILDING YARD HAVE SHOWN GREAT INDIFFERENCE CONCERNING THESE WORKERS' INITIATIVES.

   (MARCH 3-TIRANA: 0715) ZERI I POPULLIT EDITORIALLY COMMENTING ON PARTY DECREES CONCERNING DEVELOPMENT OF COTTON GROWING, OBSERVES THAT LITTLE ATTENTION HAS BEEN GIVEN TO PREPARATIONS FOR COTTON GROWING IN THE ELBASAN AND KJUNOKASTER DISTRICTS AND IN DURRES.
   IN ONE OF ITS ARTICLES, LUFTETARI TODAY DEALS WITH US INTERFERENCE.
   UNDER HEADING "TO THE HAND OF THE OLD MASTER" BASHKIMI COMMENTS ON MOLLET'S TRIP TO THE US.

2. SOCIALIST COLLABORATION
   (MARCH 2-TIRANA: 1858) THE THIRD SESSION OF THE RPR-ALBANIAN COMMISSION ON TECHNICAL-SCIENTIFIC COLLABORATION, HELD IN BUCHAREST THIS MONTH, HAS BEEN CONCLUDED BY SIGNING ACCORD ON EXCHANGE OF EXPERIENCE IN VARIOUS DOMAINS, ESPECIALLY IN THAT OF AGRICULTURE.

   (MARCH 2-TIRANA: 2000) WITHIN FRAMEWORK OF ACCORD SIGNED IN TIRANA RECENTLY BETWEEN ALBANIA AND GDR; A GDR MTS HAS ARRIVED IN ALBANIA AND WILL BE SET UP IN DURRES. THE MTS CONSISTS OF 13 TRACTORS AND OTHER MACHINES FOR PLANTING OF GERMAN SEED POTATO, FIVE MOTORCYCLES, ONE TRUCK. THE GDR HAS ALSO SENT TO ALBANIA FIVE SPECIALISTS IN POTATO GROWING.

3. SHEEP BREEDING
   (MARCH 2-TIRANA: 2200) 590 STATIONS ON ARTIFICIAL SHEEP BREEDING WILL BE SET UP THROUGHOUT ALBANIA THIS YEAR.

POLISH MONITORING HIGHLIGHTS
MARCH 2-3-4, 57 WARSAW I UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED

1. MONDAY MORNING NEWSCASTS
   (MARCH 4, 0630, 0830 HRS) LOGA-ŚOŁUSKI, KLISZKO AND BIENKOWSKI ATTENDED A PZPR VOIEIVÓDSHIP CONFERENCE IN POZNAN. ABOUT 32 DELEGATES TOOK PART IN THE DISCUSSION. A SECOND NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF FILM CLUBS TOOK PLACE IN WARSAW. PRAVDA REPLIES TO ADENAUER.

2. RAPACKI TO MOSCOW
   (MARCH 3, 2000 HRS WARSAW II) FOREIGN MINISTER ADAM RAPACKI LEFT FOR MOSCOW ON SUNDAY FOR THE PURPOSE OF SIGNING AN AGREEMENT IN THE MATTER OF DELINEATION OF THE EXISTING POLISH-SOVIET BORDER IN THE BALTIQUE AREA. He IS ACCOMPANIED BY DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF THE FOREIGN MINISTRY, AMBASSADOR MARIE WIERNA, AND DEPUTY CHIEF OF A FOREIGN MINISTRY DEPARTMENT, Korolczuk,
3. PARTY MEETINGS - MATWÍN SECRETARY IN WROCŁAW
(MARCH 2, 0800, 1500 HRS) PZPR VOEVÓDZTWO CONFERENCE HAVE
begun in KOSZALIN, LöBZ AND POZNAŃ. JEDRYCHOWSKI IS ATTENDING THE
CONFERENCE AT KOSZALIN, ZAMBROWSKI IN LÖBZ, LOGACZÓWSKI IN
POZNAŃ. IN POZNAŃ, WŁADYSŁAW MATWÍN WAS ELECTED FIRST SECRETARY
OF THE VOEVÓDZTWO PZPR. OTHER SECRETARIES ELECTED IN WROCŁAW
ARE: RYSZARD OWCZARSKI AND JERZY TEREU.
(MARCH 3, 0800 HRS) THE VOEVÓDZTWO COMMITTEES OF PZPR IN
BIŁAŚTOK AND TĚZŚOĆ HAVE DISCUSSED THE SITUATION OF NATIONAL
MINORITIES IN POLAND.
(MARCH 3, 2300 HRS) MARIAN MISKIVIČ ZE衆 BEEN RE-ELECTED FIRST
SECRETARY OF THE VOEVÓDZTWO PZPR COMMITTEE IN LÖBZ.

4. SEjm SESSION - COMMITTEES MEET
(MARCH 2, 2300 HRS, 2000 HRS WARSAW II) PLENARY SEjm DIS-
CUSSIONS ARE TO BE RESUMED IN THE SECOND HALF OF THE MONTH.
ON SATURDAY, CHAIRMEN AND VICE-CHAIRMEN OF PARLIAMENTARY
COMMITTEES WERE ELECTED.

AMONG THE CHIEF COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN ARE: DEFENSE - EDUARD GIREK,
ECONOMIC AND BUDGETARY - OSKAR LANGE, CULTURAL - JAN KAROL WENDE,
MANDATE - ZENON KLISZKO, FOREIGN AFFAIRS - JERZY MORAWSKI,
FOREIGN TRADE - STANISŁAW KUZINSKI, HOME TRADE - BRONISŁAW
WARONIK.

5. OTHER NEWS
MARCH 2:
(1900 HRS WARSAW II) THE MAZOWSZE ENSEMBLE WAS RECEIVED BY
QUEEN-MOTHER ELIZABETH IN A PRIVATE AUDIENCE. IT HAS ALSO RECEIVED
THE PAPAL BLESSING.
(1830 HRS WARSAW II) THE NEWLY APPOINTED GDR AMBASSADOR HAS
ARRIVED IN WARSAW.
(1500 HRS) DURING THE PAST FEW WEEKS 600 TRADE WORKSHOPS HAVE
BEEN ESTABLISHED IN THE LÖBZ VOEVÓDZTWO.
(2115 HRS) MINISTER OF RAILROADS POPIELAS SPOKE OF THE
AGREEMENT ON TRANSIT TRAFFIC CONCLUDED BETWEEN POLAND, USSR
AND GDR.
(1915 HRS WARSAW III) OSKAR LANGE SAID IN AN INTERVIEW THAT
HE FAVORS CLOSER CONTACTS WITH POLES ABROAD.
(0730 HRS KRAJ) BIEKOWSKI SUGGESTED THAT EMIGRANTS' AID FOR
REPATRIATES SHOULD CONCENTRATE FIRST AND FOREMOST ON PURCHASE
AND DISPATCH OF AGRICULTURAL AND CRAFTSMEN MACHINERY.
FLORCZAK DEFENDED FRJĄT BROADCASTS FROM ACCUSATIONS MADE BY
"SWIAT". THE STATION PLAYS A POSITIVE ROLE, AND ITS LIQUIDATION
WOULD ONLY BE A SATISFACTION TO EMIGRE ANTAGONISTS.
MARCH 3:
(1900 HRS) JEDRYCHOWSKI ADDRESSED THE MARINE ECONOMISTS'
CONGRESS IN SOPOT. SO FAR, THE CONGRESS SEEMS TO HAVE BROUGHT
LITTLE NEW; IT SEEMS THAT SPECIALISTS OF MARINE ECONOMY HAVE
TURNED INTO ADMINISTRATIVE WORKERS.
(0600 HRS) A CENTRAL STUDENTS' CLUB HAS BEEN FORMED IN WARSAW
UNDER THE NAME "HYBRYDA."
(0815 HRS) THE PROGRAM "RADIO PROBLEMS" SAID PROGRAMS CHANGES
WORLD BE INTRODUCED STARTING PROBABLY APRIL 15. THE CHANGES
WILL MOSTLY CONCERN THE TIME BETWEEN 1600 AND 2200 HRS"-
THE BEST LISTENING HOURS. THERE WILL BE MORE GOOD MUSIC.
(1330 HRS) A TOTAL OF 100,000 REPATRIATES ARE EXPECTED FROM THE
USSR.
(2121 HRS) ORBIS TO ORGANIZE TRIPS TO VIENNA, VENICE.